									Göteborg, 21 October 2014
Hello,
Musician, improviser and composer Lindha Kallerdahl is back with a
new album. The music speaks for itself, as always, but still there are some
things that might be interesting to know about.
Lindha had two clear paths in her mind that she wanted to pursuit when
she decided to record solo album number three. Two paths that in a way are
woven into each other, but aslo stand for themselves. Here they get one vinyl side each.
The first side contains excerpts from a live concert that was recorded in Malmö, Sweden in March 2014. Lindha had assembled her favorites from
the improvisation scenes of Sweden and Denmark. Samuel Hällkvist and Thomas
Gunillasson on guitars, Katrine Amlser, keyboards and microguitar and Fabian Kallerdahl on piano. Two original compositions, one with lyrics by Synne
Lea, both with a simple but effective structure that gives the musicians
freedom to take the music to the right places. Big, generous atmospheres of
guitars, sound, noise, melody and voice. The music that has grown in Lindha
is a reverberation of collabortions with Ikue Mori, Christophe Studer, Okkyung Lee, Lotte Anker and Mariam Wallentin during recent years. The interaction between the musicians is everything. To get together around an atmosphere, a melody, a sound and from there find a clear, absolute direction.
The other side of the vinyl is a solo recording that was made this
summer by Åke Linton in Lindha’s livingroom in the middle of moving boxes
and cleaning supplies. The idea was to, just before moving to a new home,
with the expression of music put an end to 6 years of living in that particular room. To summon up memories, visions, failures and successes and get
closure. The music is partly composed by Lindha, partly improvised. We are
traveling through a sea of life, silence and mystery. From the bottom of the
sea to the darkness of the universe Lindha’s voice is flying like an arrow of
light.
The vinyl album has no side A and B. It only has two first sides!* Two
sides of Lindha’s music of equal importance. Therefore the vinyl format is
just perfect. However, the music is also available on CD and for downloading/streaming. The release date will be on the 10th of December, and on the
12th of December Lindha’s quintet will perform at Nefertiti, Göteborg to
celebrate their new album. That concert is a part of Hoob Records’ big 10
year celebration festival.
Please let us know if you need further information.
Press images etcetera are easily found on
www.lindhakallerdahl.com
All the best

* Two first sides, no back side!
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